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We are documenting:
Photos with the amazing worldwide Canon EOS DSLR mirror reflex camera.
Thanks to the Canon EOS photo technology - regarding luminous intensity, dynamic extensive, color fidelity and also
sharpness – all usual IP-webcams considered, you will receive professional photos. This can be processed for photo- or
time lapse-movies (4K)

RAZOR SHARP
Photo pictures with a resolution of
18 megapixel (MP),
DSLR-mirroflex-quality.

OBJECTIVE BY REQUEST
Recordings up to 5 km,
Canon-objective: 10-18/ 18-55/ 18-135/
70-300/ 50-500mm etc.

MOBILE BUSINESS 3/4 G
At any time via mobile radio
(remote control) To configure, worldwide
(no sim look).

ONLINE WITH:
3 / 4 / 5 G, Ethernet , PoE, Wlan.

POWER
12V / 24V / 110V / 230V,
AC / DC 50/60 Hz

WEATHERPROOF
Even for extreme conditions
in weatherproof outdoor-housing:
Heater & cooling (-30° up to +60°).

SPECIAL USAGE
Cold, rockfall, flood, traffic (street/rail),
visual measurements of all kinds.

WEATHERDATA
Measurements: temperature, humidity,
wind, sun, etc.

VARIOUS RESOLUTIONS
SD (352x288), MD (640x480),
HD (1280x720), FullHD (1920x1080),
Original (5184x3456) 18MP

DATA PROTECTION APPROVED
(CH&EU)
Photo shots from 1MP (public)
Up to 18MP (password protected) no
Livestreaming! No video surveillance from
workplace (pixelation possible).

ARCHIVE WEBSITE «PRIVATE»
«private» with the original image 18MP,
Password protected (VPN, SSL),
Archive-websites with dia-show (images
can be saved/downloaded).

ARCHIVE WEBSIDE «PUBLIC»
«public» is for marketing purposes:
From a small image SD( 352x288), suitable
for external websites,
data protection CH & EU.

PASSWORD PROTECTION
Password protection/coding (standard),
client specific adjustments possible.

ELEGANT INTEGRATION IN WEBSITE
We arrange links of the following
sizes To disposal: SD, MD, HD FullHD
and Original size.
Logos, texts and pixelation display
In the image is possible.

PC, IOS & ANDROID
Supporting from iOS-, Pc- and androiddevices (smartphone, tablet, pc).

REMOTE CONFIGURABLE
Individual configuration of the system
by remote access (remote control).

DATA STORAGE
1TB + cloud storage/ depending on use
of time (per month ca. 20–40 GB image
data), redundant.

AUTOMATIC EXPORT
The export of the recordings takes place
automatically (synchronization on
customer server) or after the project is
finished (amount of data each
Mt. 20–40 GB +).

TIME-LAPSE MOVIE: 4K/FULL HD
Professional post processing, look/
effect, integration: music, logo,
animation text/graphic. Provision for
various output devices.

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE
Of construction sites www.sietec.ch

TOURISM-MARKETING
The photo webcam is valued
in Tourism.
Logos, texts and weather data
Integration is possible.
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